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Hiking through the Amazon jungle, Pip
Stewart finds her foot getting stuck between
a log and a vine. Wiggling her foot out,
Pip suddenly hears the sound of blade on
wood, as her guide lunges forward with his
machete. Two inches from Pip was a Labaria
snake, known as being the deadliest reptile
of it’s kind in the juggle. “If I didn’t kill the
snake you’d be dead,” her guide tells her.
As crazy as it seems, this is considered
a pretty normal experience for Pip, who’s
official job title is “adventurer”. Not a career
you’d find listed on the CAO options, but
amazingly Pip has been able to turn her
passion for travel and adventure into more
than just a hobby.
After studying journalism in Oxford, Pip
went on to do her masters in Hong Kong.
“I thought, ‘How can I travel the world
and make it legitimate?’ So I applied for
university at Hong Kong as a way of doing
something proper and grown up but
essentially as a way to travel and I haven’t
stopped since,” she says.
Pip found herself living in Malaysia and
says she fell into her career as an adventurer
by accident, when her partner suggested
they cycle back to London from Malaysia. “I
thought he had completely lost the plot.”
After some convincing, she finally agreed
to an adventure of a lifetime.
“We hadn’t done much training
beforehand but we managed to cycle 10,000
miles and halfway around the world. That
was the start of me putting two and two
together. People were interested about untold
stories from remote parts of the world. With
my background in journalism, my love of
telling stories and connecting to remote and
random places, I saw the potential to turn
this into a career.”
Her most recent trip in February took her
to the Amazon where her and her fellow
adventurers, Laura Bringham and Ness
Knight, became the first people to ever
paddle the entire Essequibo River, the third
largest in South America.
“We teamed up with the indigenous
community who lives there known as the
Wai Wai people. Together we found the
source of the river and paddled from the
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source to the sea,” she explains.
It was a soul searching journey for Pip and
one that took her by surprise.
“On a daily basis we had to deal with fear.
You’d go to sleep and you can hear jaguars
in the forest behind you, while in front of
your hammock you can hear territorial
caiman crocodiles in the river. And you’re
in bed trying to go to sleep thinking, ‘Just
block out everything that can try and kill
or eat you.’ This is why I love adventure.
There was a very real problem there; in this
sense the problem was fear and I had to get
my brain to deal with it.”
Talking to Pip it’s easy to feel the passion
she has for the rainforest.
“I have a love affair with the Amazon, I
think there’s something about the place, the

“Adventure is
a mindset... it’s
just making
your daily
life that more
exciting”
smell, the colours. I feel very at home there.”
The expedition also opened up her eyes
to the stress the forest is under due to
increasing climate problems.
“We hear the Amazon is in trouble all the
time but it went over my head and I didn’t
know much about what was going on. It’s
only when I saw burning trees, gold mines
and hearing the impact it had on the local
community, it suddenly gave me pause for
thought. Things we use on a daily basis like
gold jewelry, soya beans to timber, I never
considered the source for them. Now I’m a
lot more keen to check out the source of the

things I use. The gold mining industry is
something we need to take a closer look at.
It’s definitely not as sparkly as it first seems.”
Now Pip wants to show other people that
it’s easy to bring adventure into your own
life, without having to travel all the way to
the Amazon.
“Adventure is very much a mindset, you
don’t have to cross continents, you don’t
have to do these big adventures. It’s about
bringing that adventure into a daily basis. It
could be anything, from cooking a foreign
meal or just going outside and enjoying what
your own area has to offer. It’s about making
your daily life that more exciting.”
Teaming up with AIB, Pip is supporting
their new Everyday Rewards scheme which
encourages people to seek new adventures.
“What I really like about the scheme is
that you just go about your daily life and you
can get cash back on days out, purchases
and experiences, just by doing what you
normally do if you sign up on their website.”
Pip is already preparing for her next
adventure. This month she’ll travel to
Norway, to “embed with the marines who
are traversing the length of Norway by bike,
sea kayak and hiking and are recreating
World War II commando raids.” She is in the
process of writing a book about her journey
in the Amazon. WW
AIB Everyday Rewards, in partnership with
Visa, brings card rewards to AIB customers.
Simply register your AIB Visa Debit or Credit
cards and receive cashback offers from some
of Ireland’s favourite brands
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Pip Stewart is keen to show us how we can live our
lives like an adventurer — without leaving home

